Abstract-A depth image provides partial geometric information of a 3D scene, namely the shapes of physical objects as observed from a particular viewpoint. This information is important when synthesizing images of different virtual camera viewpoints via depth-image-based rendering (DIBR). It has been shown that depth images can be efficiently coded using contour-adaptive codecs that preserve edge sharpness, resulting in visually pleasing DIBR-synthesized images. However, contours are typically losslessly coded as side information, which is expensive if the object shapes are complex. In this paper, we pursue a new paradigm in depth image coding for color-plusdepth representation of a 3D scene: in a pre-processing step, we pro-actively simplify object shapes in a depth and color image pair to reduce depth coding cost, at a penalty of a slight increase in synthesized view distortion. Specifically, we first mathematically derive a distortion upper-bound proxy for 3DSwIM-a quality metric tailored for DIBR-synthesized images. This proxy reduces inter-dependency among pixel rows in a block to ease optimization. We then approximate object contours via a dynamic programming algorithm to optimally tradeoff coding the cost of contours using arithmetic edge coding with our proposed view synthesis distortion proxy. We modify the depth and color images according to the approximated object contours in an inter-view consistent manner. These are then coded, respectively, using a contour-adaptive image codec based on graph Fourier transform for edge preservation and High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) intra. Experimental results show that by maintaining sharp but simplified object contours during contour-adaptive coding, for the same visual quality of DIBR-synthesized virtual views, our proposal can reduce depth image coding rate by up to 22% in 3DSwIM and 42% in peak signal-to-noise ratio compared with alternative coding strategies, such as HEVC intra.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE advent of depth sensing technologies like Microsoft Kinect has eased the acquisition of depth images (namely per-pixel distances between a capturing camera and physical objects in a 3D scene). Each depth image provides important geometric information-object shapes and contours as observed from a camera viewpoint-which is used, together with a color image from the same viewpoint, to synthesize virtual viewpoint images via depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) [1] . This ability of virtual view synthesis enables a plethora of 3D imaging applications, including free viewpoint TV [2] , or immersive video conferencing [3] .
To enable decoder-side virtual view synthesis, depth and color image pairs from the same viewpoints must be compressed for network transmission. Traditional image codecs like JPEG, H.264 and HEVC [4] employ fixed block transforms like DCT, where coarser quantization of transform coefficients at low bit rates will result in blurring of sharp edges. It has been demonstrated that blurring of object contours in a depth image leads to unpleasant bleeding artefacts in images synthesized via DIBR [5] . Thus state-of-the-art depth image coding algorithms employ contour-adaptive transforms [6] - [9] and wavelets [10] to preserve sharp object contours, which are losslessly coded as side information (SI) separately. However, the SI coding cost can be expensive at low rates, amounting to 50% of the total depth bit budget in some cases [8] .
In response, in this paper we pursue a new paradigm in depth image coding for color-plus-depth representation of a 3D scene: in a pre-processing step, we pro-actively simplify complex object shapes in a depth and color image pair to lower depth coding cost, at a controlled increase in synthesized view distortion. This means that as the bit budget becomes stringent, actual shapes of physical objects in the scene are simplified, but rendering of the objects remains sharp and natural for human perception.
Specifically, we execute our proposed object shape approximation in our color-plus-depth coding system as follows (See Fig. 1 for an overview). Given an input color-plus-depth image pair from the same viewpoint, we first approximate object contours via a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm to optimally trade off the cost of contours coded using arithmetic edge coding (AEC) [11] and the synthesized view distortion induced due to contour approximation. The color and depth images are then modified according to the approximated object contours to ensure inter-view consistency. After this pre-processing procedure, the modified depth image is coded using a contour-adaptive image codec based on graph Fourier transform (GFT) for edge preservation [8] , and the modified color image is coded by HEVC intra. At the decoder, the decoded depth and color images are then used for free-view synthesis via DIBR. Separately encoding depth and color images into two independently decodeable bitstreams means that our system can be applicable to on-demand streaming scenarios, where color and/or depth streams can be transmitted per request.
To measure the induced synthesized view distortion, we propose to use 3DSwIM [12] -a quality metric tailored specifically for DIBR-synthesized images. However, the complex definition of 3DSwIM makes it too expensive to directly quantify distortion due to contour approximation. In response, we mathematically derive a local distortion proxy that serves as an upper bound of 3DSwIM with reduced inter-dependencies across pixel rows to ease optimization.
Through extensive experiments, we demonstrate that by maintaining sharp but simplified object contours, our proposed coding scheme requires less coding bits to achieve the same visual quality of DIBR-synthesized virtual views. Specifically, using 3DSwIM as synthesized view quality metric, our scheme can reduce depth coding rate by up to 18% compared to unmodified depth image coding by [8] , and up to 22% compared to HEVC intra. Subjective quality evaluation also shows that by maintaining sharp edges in the decoded depth images, rendered visual quality is also more visually pleasing.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We first review related work in Section II. We then discuss contour coding rate and distortion in Section III and Section IV, respectively. Based on them, a rate-distortion (RD) optimal method for depth contour approximation is proposed in Section V. Image coding using the approximated object contours will be discussed in Section VI. Finally, experiments and concluding remarks are presented in Section VII and VIII, respectively.
II. RELATED WORK
We divide our discussion of related work into three sections. We first discuss existing literature on depth image coding. We then review previous work on image contour coding. Finally, we discuss existing work on shape approximation.
A. Depth Image Coding
Typical image coding algorithms employing fixed blockbased transforms like DCT [13] , [14] can only compactly represent image patches with horizontal and vertical contours well. Directional transforms [15] can adapt to diagonal contours, but cannot deal with more arbitrarily shaped contours such as "L" and "V". Practically, that means coarse quantization of the high-frequency components in these transforms at low bit rates will lead to blurring of arbitrarily shaped contours in the reconstructed depth image. (Note, however, that recent advances in soft decoding of compressed images [16] can alleviate some coding artifacts.)
Observing that depth image contours play an important role in the quality of the DIBR-synthesized view [5] , contour-preserving image coding algorithms have been proposed. Much of these work exploits depth images' piecewise smooth (PWS) characteristics: smooth interior surfaces separated by sharp contours. Reference [17] models depth images with piecewise linear functions (platelet) in each block. However, the representation inherently has a non-zero approximation error even at high rates, since depth images are not strictly piecewise linear but PWS. References [10] and [18] propose contour-adaptive wavelets, and [6] proposes block-based unweighted GFT for depth image coding. Extending [6] , [8] searches for an optimal weighted graph for GFT-based image coding in a multi-resolution framework. In all these works, detected edges are encoded losslessly as SI, which can cost up to 50% of the total budget at low rates.
Since depth images are usually used for synthesizing virtual views at the decoder side and are not directly viewed, it is necessary to consider the resulting synthesized view distortion, instead of depth distortion itself, for RD optimization during depth image coding [5] , [19] . How depth distortion related to synthesized view distortion has been investigated [20] - [22] . For example, [20] proposes a synthesized view distortion function as the multiplication of depth distortion and local color information. In 3D-HEVC [23] - [25] , the advanced 3D video extension of HEVC, depth images are coded along with color images, where a linear plane fitting model is used to describe a smooth region in depth images, and a wedgelet partition or contour partition is adopted to code a depth block with edges in order to preserve edge sharpness. Synthesized view distortion is considered for optimal depth image coding mode selection. However, these methods assume peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is the quality metric for the synthesized view when compressing depth images, which has been demonstrated to not correlate well with actual human perception [12] .
Battisti et al. [12] show that while objects in a synthesized view may be slightly shifted due to the DIBRrendering process, the overall visual quality of the image may still be acceptable. However, this type of artifacts is penalized by pixel-by-pixel based quality metric such as PSNR. They thus propose a 3D synthesized view image quality metric (3DSwIM) tailored specifically for artifacts in DIBR synthesized views. They conclude that this metric has a higher correlation with subjective quality assessment scores than PSNR. Using 3DSwIM as the chosen metric, in this work we approximate object contours and augment depth / color image pairs for more efficient coding of 3D image content.
There are other pre-processing methods that attempt to improve video / image coding efficiency. The work in [26] - [29] apply filters on input videos / images to remove noise. Reference [30] corrects the color value of multiview videos to make them consistent, and [31] evaluates the coding performance of applying a texture image guided filter on the estimated low quality depth image. Different from these works, we propose to modify the geometry structure of a 3D scene to improve color-plus-depth image coding efficiency.
Besides the well known color-plus-depth image representation of a 3D scene, recently a graph-based representation (GBR) for 3D scene is proposed [32] . In GBR, the disparity information between two viewpoint images is compactly described as a graph; a complex shaped object would result in a complicated graph in GBR. Thus, though in this paper we show only that contour approximation can lead to coding gain in color-plus-depth image representation of a 3D scene, in theory similar contour approximation would also lead to coding gain in GBR representation of the same scene.
B. Object Contour Coding
Freeman chain code [33] is widely used to efficiently encode object contours [34] - [36] . Usually, object contours are first convert into a sequence of symbols, where each symbol is from a finite set with four or eight possible absolute directions. Alternatively, the relative directions between two neighbouring directions, which is also known as differential chain code (DCC) [37] can also be used. Given the probability of each symbol, the contour chain code are entropy-coded losslessly using either Huffman [35] or arithmetic coding [38] .
The works in [11] and [39] introduced an arithmetic edge coding (AEC) method employing a linear geometric model to estimate the probability of next edge. Given a small window of previous edges, they first construct a best-fitting line that minimizes the sum of squared distances to the end point of each edge. Then the probability for the next edge direction is assigned based on the angle difference between the edge direction and the best fitted line, which is subsequently used as context for arithmetic coding. The assigned probability for current edge only depends on previous encoded edges. In our work, we improve the AEC model by adding a distance term to more appropriately assign probabilities for contour coding. Details will be discussed in section III.
C. Image Contour Approximation
There exist some contour approximation methods in the compression literature. The work in [40] proposes a polygon / spline-based representation to approximate a contour. Vertices are encoded differentially and polygon curves between neighbouring vertices are considered to approximate the original contours. Later, the authors in [41] - [44] improve this vertexbased shape coding method. All of these works take the maximum or mean distance between original and approximated (a) Edges in a 4 × 4 block that separate foreground (F) from background (B). (b) Given edges {e 3 , e 2 , e 1 } to estimate the probability of edge e 4 . With the best-fitting line l and its direction u l , the angel difference γ θ and distance θ for e 4 = θ, θ ∈ A is illustrated. contours as distortion measure, which is not appropriate for assessment of visual quality of synthesized views.
Some other works approximate contours from the chain code representation. The method in [45] saves coding bits by omitting two neighboring turning points if the slope between them is nearly vertical or horizontal. The algorithms in [39] and [46] replace some pre-defined irregular edge patterns with a smooth straight line. In our previous work [47] , the edge direction with the largest estimated probability computed by AEC is selected to reduce coding cost. None of these works consider synthesized view distortion induced by contour approximation. In this work, we approximate contours using the 3DSwIM metric to control the induced synthesized view distortion, which leads to more pleasant results in view synthesis.
III. CONTOUR CODING RATE: ARITHMETIC EDGE CODING
It is observed that depth images exhibit the PWS characteristic [6] , [7] , i.e., smooth surfaces divided by sharp edges. Given that the smooth portions can be efficiently coded using edge-adaptive wavelets [10] and transforms [6] , [8] , we are interested here only in the rate to encode the set of boundaries (object contours) separating foreground objects from the background. Hence, before we proceed with the contour approximation problem, we first review one previous contour coding scheme-arithmetic edge coding (AEC).
Given a depth image, we first detect edges via a gradientbased method [8] , where the edges exist between pixels and outline contours of physical objects. Fig. 2(a) shows an example of a 4 × 4 block with between-pixel edges-each edge exists between a pair of vertically or horizontally adjacent pixels-separating foreground and background depth values. The set of contiguous edges composing a contour is described by a sequence of symbols E = {e T , . . . , e 1 } of some length T . Each e t , t > 1, is chosen from a size-three alphabete t ∈ A = {l, s, r}-representing relative directions left, straight and right respectively, with respect to the previous edge e t −1 . In contrast, the first edge e 1 is chosen from a size-four alphabet-e 1 ∈ A o = {→, ↓, ←, ↑}-denoting absolute directions east, south, west and north respectively. This contour representation is also known as differential chain code (DCC) [33] .
To efficiently encode a symbol e t +1 in sequence E, using a small window of K previous edges {e t , . . . , e t −K +1 } as context, AEC [11] , [39] uses a linear regression model to estimate probabilities Pr(e t +1 = θ) of the three possible directions θ ∈ A, which are subsequently used for arithmetic coding [38] of e t +1 . Specifically, using {e t , . . . , e t −K +1 }, a best-fitting line l with direction u l is constructed via linear regression. "Best-fitting" means that the line l minimizes the sum of squared distances from the end point of each edge in {e t , . . . , e t −K +1 } to l. See Fig. 2 (b) for an illustration, where the line l is the best fitting line given three edges {e 3 , e 2 , e 1 }.
In [11] and [39] , the angle γ θ ∈ [0, π] between a relative direction θ ∈ A and u l is first computed, then the probability P(e t +1 = θ) for edge e t +1 is defined such that smaller γ θ leads to larger P(e t +1 = θ). In our work, we consider also the minimum distance θ from the end point of e t +1 to l when determining P(e t +1 = θ). Specifically, We define P(e t +1 = θ) as:
where I 0 (·) is the modified Bessel function of order 0. The parameter 1/κ is the variance in the circular normal distribution. ω is a chosen parameter to adjust the relative contribution of the distance term exp{− 2 θ 2ω 2 }. The distance term is added to the Von Mises probability distribution model 1 to differentiate the case where there exist two directions with the same γ θ (e.g., a diagonal straight line). The computed probabilities P(e t +1 ), synchronously computed at both the encoder and the decoder, are then used for arithmetic coding of the actual edge e t +1 .
In words, (1) states that the direction probability increases as the angle γ θ and distance θ decrease. Recall the previous example in Fig. 2(b) , with the best-fitting line l and line direction u l , the angle difference γ θ and distance θ for θ ∈ A are illustrated. The relative direction θ with the smallest angle and distance with respect to u l is s in this example.
IV. DISTORTION: A PROXY OF 3DSWIM
We next consider how to quantify distortion due to contour approximation. We first review 3D Synthesized View Image Quality Metric (3DSwIM) [12] , a new metric designed specifically to measure visual quality distortion of virtual view 1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Von_Mises_distribution images synthesized via DIBR [1] . Unfortunately, the 3DSwIM metric is difficult to optimize directly. We thus propose a simpler proxy that serves as an upper bound of 3DSwIM.
A. 3D Synthesized View Image Quality Metric
The operations to compute 3DSwIM between a reference image and a DIBR-synthesized image is shown in the flow diagram in Fig. 3 . First, the synthesized image is divided into B non-overlapping blocks, each of size N × N. For a target block in the synthesized image, they search for the best-matched block (using mean square error as the matching criteria) in the reference image within a search window of size 2W pixels in the horizontal direction, via a search algorithm like [48] . This horizon search procedure is based on the observation that objects may be horizontally shifted during DIBR's 3D warping of pixels in rectified images.
According to [49] 's analysis of DIBR distortions, the DIBR rendering errors are typically located near vertical edges of objects, and they appear as extraneous horizontal details. Hence Battisti et al. [12] apply wavelet transform on each image block and measure the synthesized image degradation by analyzing the wavelet coefficients that describe the horizontal details. In the case of 3DSwIM, a multi-resolution 1D Haar wavelet transform (DWT) [50] is applied on each row of a target block to extract the horizontal details.
Since 3DSwIM is only concerned with horizontal image details, here we analyze the AC coefficients (details) of 1D DWT to compute a synthesized image quality measure. Performing a Haar DWT to each row of a N × N target block and its corresponding best-matched block in the reference image, each row generates an AC coefficient vector with length (N − 1). Stacking the coefficient vectors for different rows into a matrix, we construct two AC coefficient matrices c s and c o with size N × (N − 1) corresponding to synthesized and reference blocks respectively. We then construct the histograms H s and H o for each AC coefficient matrices: we divide the coefficients range into L bins of size τ and count how many coefficients fall into each bin, where τ is:
c max = max{c o , c s } and c min = min{c o , c s } are the maximum and minimum values of the two AC coefficient matrices. Finally, with the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) F s and F o of the histograms H s and H o for the synthesized and the best-matched reference blocks respectively, the block distortion D b for block b ∈ {1, · · · , B} is defined as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) [51] distance between the two CDFs, i.e.
The overall normalized image distortion d and the final image quality score S are then computed as:
where D 0 is a normalization constant. The score S ranges in the interval [0, 1], where a lower distortion corresponding to a higher score and vice versa.
B. A Proxy of 3DSwIM
When approximating a contour in a pixel block, given a window of K previous edges {e t , . . . , e t −K +1 }, it is desirable to evaluate the effects on aggregate rate and distortion of choosing an edge e t +1 locally without considering edges globally outside the window. The complex definition of 3DSwIM, however, makes this difficult. When computing distortion between a target and a reference block, 3DSwIM identifies the maximum difference between the CDFs of the two corresponding histograms of wavelet coefficients. Hence the effects on distortion due to changes in one edge e t +1 are not known until all other edges are decided, which together determine the bin populations of wavelet coefficients in the histogram. This inter-dependency among edges in a block makes it difficult to minimize distortion systematically without exhaustively searching through all possible edge sequences E.
In response, we propose a simple proxy to mimic 3DSwIM during contour approximation. Specifically, we first prove that the sum of local distortions (for individual pixel rows) is an upper bound of global 3DSwIM (for the entire pixel block). Thus, we can minimize the sum of local distortions to minimize the upper bound of the global distortion. Second, by assuming that the CDF of wavelet coefficients for a pixel row follows a certain model, we compute the local distortion as the maximum difference between two CDFs, which reduces to a simple function of respective model parameters. The sum of local distortions in a block is then used as a distortion proxy for contour approximation.
1) Local Distortion Upper Bound:
In 3DSwIM, the 1D wavelet detail coefficients for different pixel rows in an N × N block are collected and sorted into L bins to construct a histogram. F s and F o are the CDFs of the histograms for the synthesized and the best-matched reference blocks respectively. Suppose that instead we divide coefficients in each row into the same L bins, and define CDFs for each row i as f i s and f i o , for the synthesized and best-matched blocks respectively. We see easily that
Thus the block distortion in (3) can be rewritten as:
To derive an upper bound for D b in (5), we see that
where D i b denotes the maximum difference between the CDFs of the coefficient histograms for pixel row i ; we call this the row distortion. We can now write our distortion proxyD b that mimics 3DSwIM as the sum of individual row distortions, i.e.
2) A Model for Row Distortion: We now investigate how to compute row distortion D i b efficiently. We first model the wavelet coefficients of a color pixel row using a Laplace distribution. We then compute the row distortion as a function of the model parameters.
Wouwer et al. [52] show that for a color image block with size 64 × 64, the histogram of the AC wavelet transform coefficients on each subband can be modelled by a generalized Gaussian density function:
where σ is the variance, and ρ is a shape parameter (ρ = 2 or 1 for a Gaussian or Laplace distribution). Histogram f σ,ρ (c) can also be interpreted as the probability of a coefficient taking on value c. Inspired by [52] , in our work we assume also that the AC wavelet coefficients on a color pixel row follow the same distribution (9) . For simplicity, we assume further that ρ = 1, i.e., the AC coefficients follow a Laplace distribution with parameter σ , where
since (1) = 1. In practice, given M observed AC wavelet coefficients {c 1 , · · · , c M }, the best estimate of model parameter σ using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [53] criteria is
The derivation for (11) For simplicity, we define σ max = max{σ o , σ s } and σ min = min{σ o , σ s }. When σ max = σ min , g(c) = 0. When σ max > σ min , ignoring the constant weight 1/2, we get
The first derivative function of g(c) becomes
When we set g (c) = 0, we get the optimal c as:
We thus conclude that g(c * ) is a maximum for c < 0 and g(−c * ) is a maximum for c ≥ 0. Since g(c * ) = g(−c * ), the maximum value of g(c) becomes
In summary, for a pixel row in the synthesized and bestmatched blocks with respective histograms f σ s and f σ o , the row distortion D i b can be computed as:
where σ max = max{σ o , σ s } and σ min = min{σ o , σ s }.
Together with (8), our proposed distortion proxy that mimics 3DSwIM becomesD
where σ i s and σ i o are the respective Laplace distribution parameters for coefficients on the pixel row i for the synthesized and best-matched blocks.
To verify the accuracy of our distortion proxy, we tested 17 image sequences from the Middleburry dataset. Virtual views are synthesized by a simple implementation of 3D warping [1] and each image is divided into around 600 blocks with size 16 × 16 for distortion computation. The result is shown in Fig. 4 , in which the x-axis is D b by 3DSwIM and the y-axis is the mean value of our proxyD b in the corresponding blocks. This result clearly shows a positive linear trend between D b andD b , demonstrating the effective approximation of our proposed distortion proxy.
V. OBJECT CONTOUR APPROXIMATION
Given the AEC-based contour coding and our proposed distortion proxy discussed in Sections III and IV respectively, we now discuss how to approximate a detected contour.
A. Dividing Contour Into Segments
When approximating a contour detected in a depth image, we first divide the contour into segments, where each segment is composed of edges with only two non-opposite directions: {↓, →}, {↓, ←}, {↑, ←} or {↑, →}. We then approximate each segment separately. We require each approximated segment to start and end at the same locations as the original segment. Given that edges in a segment can only take non-opposite directions, it implies that the length T of the approximated segment must be the same as the original. Thus the search space of candidates is only T V , where V (≤ T ), is the number of vertical edges (↓ or ↑) in the original segment. To efficiently search for an RD-optimal approximated segment within this space, we propose to use a DP algorithm. Finally, the approximated segments are combined to form an approximated contour.
B. DP Algorithm to Approximate One Segment 1) Efficient Computation of the Distortion Proxy:
We first discuss how to efficiently compute our distortion proxy during segment approximation. Our distortion proxy Eq. (18) is computed by comparing a pixel block in a synthesized view image with a best-matched block in the reference image. To avoid laboriously augmenting the input color / depth image pair and synthesizing a virtual view image to compute distortion for each segment approximation, we propose to use only the input color image and a simple shifting window procedure to compute our distortion proxy. We describe this next.
We first divide the input color image into non-overlapping N × N pixel blocks. The block distortion-the sum of row distortions according to our proxy of Eq. (18)-is computed for blocks that contain parts of the segment. See Fig. 5 for an illustration of blocks of a color image containing contour segments (in green). When a segment is approximated and altered, vertical edges in the original segment are horizontally shifted. As an example, in Fig. 6(a) , the vertical edge e o 3 in the original blue segment is shifted left by one pixel to e 4 in the approximated red segment.
At a given pixel row, assuming that the contained vertical edge has horizontally shifted, we compute the resulting row distortion using a shifting window procedure as follows. Suppose that an original vertical edge starting from 2D coordinate ( p o , q o ) (specifying respective row and column indices) is horizontally shifted by k pixels (positive / negative k means shifting to the right / left) to a new vertical edge with starting point ( p o , q), where k = q − q o . Delimiting the pixel row in the original block with a N-pixel window, we shift the window by −k pixels to identify a new set of N pixels that represent the pixels in the corresponding block of the synthesized view after segment modification.
An example of shifting window is illustrated in Fig. 5 . One pixel row (black) in an original 8 × 8 block contains the pixel set u = {I 1 , · · · , I 8 }. During segment approximation, the original vertical edge between pixels I 4 and I 5 shifts left by 2 pixels (k = −2) to a new edge. As a result, we shift the delimiting window right by 2 pixels, and identify a different set of eight pixels, v = {I 3 , · · · , I 10 }. We see that the original edge in the shifted window is located two pixels from the left, and the new edge in the original window is also located two pixels from the left. Because of this alignment, we can simply use window v as a representation of the pixel row after segment approximation, instead of the original pixels u plus image augmentation due to the vertical edge shift.
We can now compute the row distortion using (17) using two sets of N pixels delimited by the window before and after the shift operation. Because 3DSwIM only searches for a bestmatched reference block within a window of size 2W pixels, when |k| > W , pixels in the shifted window no longer well represent the best-matched pixel row. We thus set the distortion to infinity in this case to signal a violation. We can now write the row distortion d p o (q o , q) induced by a horizontally shifted vertical edge from start point ( p o , q o ) to ( p o , q) for the p o -th pixel row as
where σ u and σ v are the respective Laplace distribution parameters computed using pixels in the original and the shifted windows u and v. Continuing with the example in Fig. 6(a) ,
is the distortion of edge e o 3 (starting from (2, 3)) being shifted to edge e 4 (starting from (2, 2)).
2) DP Algorithm: We next design a DP algorithm to approximate a contour segment composed of edges with directions {↓, ←}. The algorithms for segments composed of edges with two different non-opposite direction pairs are similar, and thus are left out for brevity. We first define distortion and rate terms. Then we define a DP recursive equation based on Lagrangian relaxation. a) Problem formulation: Denote by E o and E the original and approximated segments respectively, and by T the length of E o . Further, we define ( p 1 , q 1 ) as the 2D coordinate of the first edge's start point. Given V vertical edges with direction ↓ in E o , the coordinate of the last edge's end point can be computed as
). Given our constraint that E must start and end at the same locations as these in E o , the search space S for E is restricted to the rectangle region with opposite corners at ( p 1 , q 1 ) and ( p T +1 , q T +1 ). As an example, the original blue segment in Fig. 6 (a) has length T = 6 and V = 4, with start point ( p 1 , q 1 ) = (1, 4) and end point ( p 7 , q 7 ) = (5, 2). The search space is the green rectangle region.
Given that the row distortion is induced by a horizontally shifted vertical edge, the total distortion induced by an approximated segment is the sum of row distortions induced by all shifted vertical edges. Using the defined row distortion d p o (q o , q) for the p o -th row, given an approximated segment E = {e T , · · · , e 1 } with two non-opposite directions {↓, ←}, the total distortion for approximating E o with E is: 
where R(E) is the coding rate of segment E using AEC edge coding (Section III). Given a window of K previous edges s t = {e t −1 , · · · , e t −K } and the computed probability P(e t |s t ) based on AEC, we use the entropy to estimate the coding bits of edge e t , i.e., r (e t |s t ) = − log 2 P(e t |s t ). 3 Thus the total segment coding rate becomes
r (e t |s t ).
b) DP algorithm development: We propose a DP algorithm to solve (21) . First, we define J (s t , p t , q t ) as the recursive RD cost of a partial segment from the t-th edge to the last edge, given that the K previous edges are s t ∈ {↓, ←} K , and ( p t , q t ) is the coordinate of the t-th edge e t 's starting point. J (s t , p t , q t ) can be recursively solved by considering each candidate e t inside the search space S (the rectangle box): 
Eq. (23) is considered a DP algorithm because there are overlapping sub-problems during recursion. Each time a subproblem with the same argument is solved using (23) , and the solution is stored as an entry into a DP table. Next time the same sub-problem is called, the previously computed entry is simply retrieved from the DP table and returned.
Starting from the first edge, the recursive call results in the minimum cost of the segment approximation. The corresponding segment E * = arg min J s 1 , p 1 , q 1 is the new approximated segment.
3) Complexity of DP Algorithm: The complexity of a DP algorithm is upper-bounded by the size of DP O(N 2 ) . Thus, the complexity of computing
In our experiments, we set K = 3 as done in [11] , W = 10 and N = 16. The number T − V of horizontal edges in a segment is usually smaller than N 2 . Thus, the overall complexity of the algorithm can be simplified to O(V W N 2 ).
C. Greedy Segment Merging
We next discuss how two consecutive segments can be merged into one to further reduce edge coding cost. Given the start point l 0 of the first segment and the end point l 2 of the second, we first delimit the feasible space of edges by the rectangle with opposing corners at l 0 and l 2 . The original edges which are outside this feasible space are first projected to the closest side of the rectangle, so that edges in the feasible space become a new segment. This edge projection leads to edge shifting and thus induce distortion; we call this the merge distortion. We then execute the aforementioned DP algorithm on this new simplified segment to get a new minimum cost. If this cost plus the merge distortion is smaller than the cost sum of the original two segments, we merge the two original segments to this new simplified segment.
As illustrated in Fig. 6(b) , a segment with directions {→, ↓} starts from point l 0 and ends at l 1 . Another segment with directions {←, ↓} exists between l 1 to l 2 . The feasible space is marked as the green rectangle region. The original blue edges outside the feasible space are projected to the dash red edge, such that the new segment from l 0 to l 2 only contains two directions {→, ↓}.
The procedure of approximating one contour using our proposed DP algorithm and greedy segment merging method is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
VI. IMAGE CODING WITH APPROXIMATED CONTOURS
Given a set of approximated contours in an image that are coded losselessly using AEC [11] , we now describe how to code depth and color images at the encoder. We also discuss inter-view consistency issues. Example for contour approximation and image value alteration.
A. Depth and Color Images Augmentation
Approximating object contours means modifying the geometry of a 3D scene. Accordingly, both depth and color images from the same viewpoint need to be augmented to be consistent with the new geometry. Specifically, for the depth image, we exchange foreground and background depth pixel values across a modified edge, so that all foreground (background) depth values fall on the same side of an edge. In Fig. 6(a) , the pixel with the top left corner index (2, 2) needs to be replaced by a background pixel.
For the color image, pixels corresponding to the altered pixels in the depth image are removed and labeled as holes. An image inpainting algorithm [54] is then used to inpaint the identified holes, with a constraint that only existing background (foreground) pixels can be used to complete holes in the background (foreground). Fig. 7 shows an example of contour approximation and image value augmentation for one depth and color image pair. The two images (a) and (e) are part of the original depth and color image pair for Aloe (λ = 0). Depth contours are approximated by our proposed method with an increasing value of λ for images from (b) to (d). We alter depth pixel values, and the PWS characteristic is still preserved in the approximated depth images. Images (f) to (h) are the corresponding inpainted color images, which look natural along its neighboring foreground / background regions. The geometry structure in the altered depth and color image pairs are consistent with the approximated contours.
B. Inter-View Consistency
Given that the encoder needs to encode two color-plus-depth image pairs of the same 3D scene (e.g., left and right views) for synthesis of an intermediate virtual view at the decoder, we can perform contour approximation in an inter-view consistent manner as follows.
First, we approximate object contours of the left view and augment the corresponding depth and color images. We then project the approximated and modified left depth image to the right viewpoint via DIBR. With the projected depth image, we augment the original right depth and color image pair accordingly, such that the approximation on the left view is mapped to the right view. Finally, we approximate the augmented right depth and color images. To penalize the interview inconsistency when approximation happens on the right view, we add a penalty term to the row distortion (19) , i.e. we define the row distortion for right view approximation as
where |q − q o | takes an additional meaning that the shifted edge on the augmented right view is now inconsistent with the approximated left view. The weight parameter ρ is set very large to penalize the inter-view inconsistency. By doing so, the depth and color image pair on the right view is very likely consistent with that of the left view after contour approximation.
C. Edge-Adaptive Image Coding
The remaining task is to code the depth and color images, which have been modified accordingly to our contour approximation.
We first describe how edge-adaptive GFT [8] can be used to code the altered depth image. For each pixel block in the altered depth image, a 4-connected graph is constructed, where each node corresponds to a pixel. The edge weight between two neighbouring pixels is defined based on their weak or strong correlations. Given the constructed graph, the transform is the eigen-matrix of the graph Laplacian (see [8] for details). The edge weight assignment (deducible from the encoded contours) means filtering across sharp boundaries are avoided, preventing blurring of edges.
Since our work is mainly about approximating object contours, here we focus on how contour approximation influences the depth coding rate. For color images, we code them with a state-of-the-art image coding method-HEVC HM 15.0 [4] .
VII. EXPERIMENTATION

A. Experimental Setup
We perform extensive experiments to validate the effectiveness of our proposed contour approximation method using color-plus-depth image sequences from the Middlebury dataset, Undo Dancer and GFTly [55] . View synthesis for Undo Dancer and GTFly is performed using VSRS software. 4 Due to the lack of camera information, DIBR for the Middlebury sequences is performed using a simple implementation of 3D warping [1] .
For each image sequence, we first approximate the depth and color image pair with different values of λ based on our proposed approximation method. We then deploy the GFT based edge-adaptive depth coding [8] to code the approximated and altered depth image using different quantization parameters (QP), where the approximated contours are losslessly coded as SI. The approximated and inpainted color image from the same viewpoint is compressed by HEVC intra HM 15.0 [4] . Depth and color image pairs from different viewpoints but approximated by the same λ are then transmitted to the decoder for virtual view synthesis. The ground 
B. Objective Results Compared to MR-GFT and HEVC
To demonstrate the efficiency of our proposed contour approximation method (termed as Proposed), we compare our method with the MR-GFT method (depth images are compressed by multi-resolution GFT [8] directly with the original detected contours that are losslessly coded). We also consider using HEVC intra to compress the original depth images (termed as HEVC). The corresponding color images for both MR-GFT and HEVC methods are also compressed by HEVC intra. Since here we want to assess how object contour approximation affects depth image coding efficiency, we only consider the depth images with almost the same coding rate by all these three methods. For the corresponding color images, we select an identical quantization parameter QP C to compress them (meaning color images coding rates are also almost the same for these three methods). As recommend in the standard [23] , the QP offset QP for the depth QP in relation to the color QP C is determined as QP = QP C + QP, where QP ≤ 9. Finally, we synthesize intermediate views using the decoded depth and color image pairs. Fig. 8 shows the RS curves for cones, Moebius, Lampshade and Aloe image sets. The x-axis is the depth image coding rate in bits per pixel (bpp), and the y-axis is the synthesized view quality-scores measured by 3DSwIM. These figures show that our proposed method outperforms both MR-GFT and HEVC. The improved coding performance compared to MR-GFT validates the benefit of effectively approximating contours before edge-adaptive depth image compression. It demonstrates that a depth contour can be properly approximated with little degradation to the synthesized view quality. Both our proposed method and MR-GFT have better performance than HEVC, since the multi-resolution GFT on PWS image compression is more efficient than DCT based transform [8] . Fig. 9 illustrates the corresponding RD curves, where the x-axis is the depth coding rate and the y-axis is the PSNR value of synthesized virtual view. They also show that our proposed method has the best performance especially when the bit rate budget is low.
The computed BG gains [56] and [57] are shown in Table I . Comparing with MR-GFT and HEVC, we compute the rate gain (RG) (in percentage) for both RS and RD curves. We also compute the PSNR gain (PG) (in dB) for RD curve. The results in Table I show that our proposed method can save a maximum of 29.69% bit rate in RS measure compared to MR-GFT and the average rate gain achieves non-trivial 18.11%. We also achieve an average of 22.83% rate gain in RS measure compared to HEVC. In RD measure, our method can also achieve 12.28% rate gain and 0.83dB PSNR gain compared to MR-GFT, and a 42.34% rate gain and 3.33dB PSNR gain compared to HEVC. These results prove the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed method.
C. Subjective Results Compared to HEVC
We generated selected subjective results to visually examine images outputted by our proposed method, namely: sub- regions from the synthesized views of teddy, Dolls, Moebius and cones, as shown in Fig. 10 .
In Fig. 10 , the first row corresponds to images synthesized from compressed color and depth images by our proposed method, and images on the second row are synthesized from compressed images by HEVC. In each column, the coding bit rates for the depth and color images by the two methods are almost the same. We observe that the synthesized images from our proposed method are more visually pleasing since edges in these images remain sharp. In contrast, there are noticeable bleeding effects around edges in the synthesized images from HEVC. The results show that edge-adaptive depth image coding can lead to better synthesized view quality than fixed block transforms in compression standards like HEVC, which is consistent with results in previous edge-adaptive coding work [8] , [10] , [18] .
D. Results Compressed by 3D-HEVC Intra
The results demonstrated thus far show that our proposed object contour approximation can improve coding performance of edge-adaptive transform coding schemes like [8] . In theory, smoother contours can also improve other depth image codecs. To validate this point, we employ 3D video coding standard 3D-HEVC [23] intra HTM 6.0 to compress the original and the approximated color and depth images.
We test 3D-HEVC intra on Undo Dancer, GTFly and another two color-plus-depth sequences: Shark and Lovebirds. We first approximate and alter the colorplus-depth image pairs with different values of λ. We then compress the original and the approximated color-plus-depth image pairs using 3D-HEVC, where the depth QP and color QP C pairs are the same for all the image pairs. The resulting RS curves and RD curves are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 , respectively, where the x-axis is depth image coding rate and y-axis is synthesized virtual view score / PSNR. These two figures show that with contour approximation, we can have better RS performance and better RD performance compared with no contour approximation. The better RD performance is more obvious especially at low depth coding bitrate region. The computed BG rate gain and PSNR gain for the RS and RD curves of the four sequences are shown in Table II . For the RS curves, we see that using contour approximation, depth coding rate can be reduced by 8.30% in average and 11.55% as a maximum. For the RD curves, with contour approximation, we can still achieve a maximum of 4.14% rate gain and 0.39dB PSNR gain, even though our approximation distortion metric is based on 3DSwIM.
The coding gain can be explained as follows. In 3D-HEVC, a depth block is approximated by a model that partitions the block into two smooth sub-regions according to detected edges. The simplified (smoothed) contours can facilitate the partitioning of blocks into smooth sub-regions, resulting in lower depth coding rates.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Efficient coding of depth image is essential for decoderside virtual view synthesis via depth-image-based rendering (DIBR). Existing works employ either fixed transforms like DCT that blur a depth image's sharp edges at low rates, or edge-adaptive transforms that require lossless coding of detected edges as side information, which accounts for a large share of the bit budget at low rates. In this paper, we pro-actively alter object contours in an RD-optimal manner. We first propose a distortion proxy that is an upper bound of the established synthesized view quality metric, 3DSwIM. Given coding rate computed using arithmetic edge coding (AEC) and our distortion proxy, contours are approximated optimally via a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm in an inter-view consistent manner. With the approximated contours, depth and color images are subsequently augmented and coded using a multi-resolution codec based on GFT [8] and HEVC respectively. Experiments show significant performance gain over previous coding schemes using either fixed transform or edge-adaptive transform with lossless coding of detected contours.
APPENDIX
A. Derivation of the Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Parameters σ in (10)
Assuming the M coefficients {c 1 , · · · , c M } are independent and identically distributed and follow the probability density function (10) , then the likelihood function for M coefficients becomes
Take the log likelihood function as l σ (c) = log(L σ (c)) and we get
Take the derivative of l σ (c) with respect to σ
To solve ∂l ∂σ = 0, the maximum likelihood estimation of σ is
